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By introducing dual heating elements in our design, 
cooking times are quicker and the user no longer 
needs to shake or flip foods halfway through 
cooking. This development continues to achieve our 
mission of making cooking easy and enjoyable for 
home cooks of all skill levels.

360 ThermoIQ™ Technology

Let the air fryer do the work for you with 
one-touch cooking functions such as Air Fry, 
Bake, Broil, Roast, Reheat, Keep Warm, Chicken, 
Steak, Seafood, Veggies, Fries, and Frozen. 
Explore more possibilities by customizing your 
own cooking functions with your preferred time 
and temperature.

12 Customizable 

6.4-Litre Capacity 

20+100 Exclusive 

Recipes

85% Less Oil

Auto Shutoff Function

Overheat Protection

          

360 ThermoIQ™ Technology

No Need To Preheat And Shake 

12 One-touch Cooking Functions 

Smart Control 

3x Thicker Pure Aluminum 

Baskets              

Features

Cosori Dual Blaze 6.4L 
Air Fryer CAF-P583S-KEUR
Eating healthy has never been easier. Packing 

powerful 360 ThermoIQ Technology and convenient 

smart capabilities into a sleek, compact design, the air 

fryer is ready for any and every culinary adventure.
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Cook your food up to 50% faster than a traditional 
oven and reduce your food’s oil content by up to 
85% than traditional deep-frying, giving it the 
same crispy taste without the health drawbacks.

Healthy & Efficient

Get cooking inspiration from the included 20-rec-
ipe paper cookbook created by the COSORI 
Culinary Team. Explore more possibilities in the 
prepared 100+ free online recipes in our VeSync 
APP.

20+100 Exclusive 

Cook all your food at once with the large 
6.4-litre capacity—our most spacious air fryer 
to date. The basket is also dishwasher safe, 
making cleaning quick and easy.

6.4-Litre Capacity 

Our pure aluminum basket conducts heat 3 
times faster and stores heat more effectively 
than other baskets, delivering better tasting 
food in less time.

3x Thicker Pure Aluminum Baskets 

The free VeSync app lets you control your air 
fryer remotely, monitor cooking progress, and 
activate voice control with  Google Assistant for 
effortless cooking.

Smart Control 
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The air fryer basket is crafted with lightweight 
aluminum that’s nonstick, dishwasher-safe, and 
PFOA and BPA free.

Safe & Efficient Basket 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QnJqLT1VnFQRu-Ve2EhBf1ATcvhqcju5?usp=sharing
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